GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR CHICKEN
SCRATCH
FABRIC
Chicken Scratch is usually worked on gingham check in order to give it the lacy appearance which has made it so
popular. Any of the woven or printed ginghams can be used for working Chicken Scratch. When working with
most of the 1/8 inch and 1/16 inch ginghams, all that I have found are rectangles and not squares. Therefore,
before starting your work, you must determine the square count per inch of your gingham. If you do not determine the count before you start, you may not cut enough material to Finish the design! With a ruler, count
the number of squares in one inch of fabric from side to side, and then from top to bottom. On 1/8 inch checked
gingham, you will usually find that you have eight checks from side to side (selvage to selvage) and seven checks
from top to bottom. This will vary according to the size of the check of the gingham, and from manufacturer to
manufacturer. Always measure to be safe! Once you have determined the number of checks per inch in the height
and width of your fabric, then divide by the determined number into the stitch count of the design in order to
determine the amount of fabric you need to cut. We generally recommend that you have eight (or sixteen) checks
per inch for the width of the design. For example - the stitch count of the design that you want to work is 88
stitches wide and 77 stitches high. If you are going to work it on 1/8 inch check, and have turned the fabric so
that you have 8 checks per inch in the width of the fabric, and 7 per inch in the height, then you would divide 88
(stitches wide) by 8 (checks per inch) = 11 inches of material needed for the width of the design, and then divide
77 (stitches high) by 7 (checks per inch) = 11 inches of material needed for the height of the design. Then you
would add an appropriate amount (6 to 8 inches) for enough of a border for finishing. NOTE: If you are planning
on incorporating the design into a garment or other sewn item, work the item first on a larger piece of fabric than
is called for in the pattern, then cut it out with the design centered.

HOOP/FRAME
Work all of the design using a wooden scroll frame or a plastic embroidery hoop with the fabric pulled taut. (Be
careful when stretching the fabric in the hoop, as the thinner cotton blends will distort if pulled too tightly and
leave a hoop mark.) Always wash your hands before starting work, and never eat while you are stitching to keep
from having to deal with an unsightly hoop mark. You may protect it from a hoop mark by lining the top of the
area to be worked with tissue paper and placing tissue paper and fabric in hoop. Stretch both, and then gently
tear out the center of the paper, leaving it around the sides of the fabric and in the hoop. Remove hoop if you are
going to leave the item unworried for more than a few hours.

NEEDLE
A #24 tapestry needle or a #7 or 8 crewel needle may be used. (I prefer the tapestry needle so as not to prick my
finger!).

FLOSS
DMC Article 117 six strand embroidery floss is used throughout, except where specified, but you may use Susan
Bates floss, or Coats and Clark floss, or any thread that gives you the proper weight needed for the size check on
which you are working. On Guildford Gingham (an even weave) use two (or three strands). On 1/4 inch check

use three strands, on 1/8 inch use two strands, and on ‘/16 inch use only one strand. For traditional Chicken
Scratch” white is the floss color of choice for the filling stitches, with the outline stitch worked in the same color
as the darkest check of the gingham you have chosen to work. (On blue ingham, use a darker blue, on red, a
darker red, etc.). You may also reverse the colors for “Reverse Chicken Scratch””, or you may use the same
color throughout, or mix the colors as you will.
The outline is indicated on the chart by the symbol . This is worked on the WHITE square of the gingham in
the color indicated on the chart (the darkest color of the gingham for traditional). The stitch used is a double
cross stitch worked by forming an x and then working a + over the top of the x .

ILLUSTRATION 1

Just be sure that all of the top stitches in the double cross stitch are worked in the same direction. On the larger
gingham checks (1/4 inch) use two or three strands of floss, on 1/8 inch and 1/6 inch use two strands, and on the
smallest, ‘/16 inch use one strand of floss. Work the entire outline of the design first, leaving the space between
each of the outline stitches unworked. Begin the filling stitches with the symbol x. NOTE: The symbol x is also
worked in the double cross stitch, but on the DARK square of the gingham inside the outline stitch. Work this in
color floss indicated on the chart. (White for traditional.) Complete all of the inside double cross stitches. The
symbols - and I are straight stitches which are worked in the direction indicated on the chart. It is worked on the
MEDIUM colored square in the middle of the square. You may work all of the straight stitches by passing your
needle over a medium square and under a white square, then back over the next medium square, and so on, in a
running stitch. Complete all of the straight stitches using color indicated on chart (white for traditional). The
symbol O is worked as a circle by weaving the needle underneath the four straight stitches. Come up from the
back of the fabric in the same hole as one of the straight stitches (or just behind and to one side of the straight
stitch) next to the white square. Then weave the needle underneath each of the straight stitches to form a circle.
DO NOT pick up any of the fabric in the needle, just go under the floss of the straight stitches. You may either
go around the circle twice, or you may double the amount of floss that you used for the outline and other filling
stitches and only go around the circle one time. Try not to pull the circle too tightly, as you do not want to
pucker ‘the material. Work circles in color indicated on the chart (white for traditional).

ILLUSTRATION 2

COLOR INSERT

Summary:
1. Do all outline double cross stitches first on the white square of the gingham in color indicated on chart (a
darker shade of the color gingham you are working on for traditional). Leave spaces blank between outline stitch
on outside of design. (If outline stitch continues inside design, you may either leave blank or fill stitches in as you
wish - it all depends on which way you like it!)
2. Do all inside double cross stitches next on dark square, in color indicated for the filling stitches (white for
traditional).
3. Do all straight stitches on medium square in color indicated the for filling stitches (white for traditional).
4. Do all circles twice (or once with floss amount doubled) in color indicated for the filling stitches (white for
traditional), going around white square.
Below is a heart completely charted to work in Chicken Scratch . Work this piece as a practice piece. Refer back
to this chart for working the interior design on other charts. This is the heart shown worked in the color strip
located on the inside front cover. Chicken scratch. Can also be used as border on placemats, skirts, runners,
aprons, tablecloths, and so on. It may also be used to completely cover a given area.
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VARIATION ON A THEME - REVERSE CHICKEN SCRATCH TM
To work the Chicken Scratch with dark thread on the interior of the design to form the lace, using the same
chart, work according to the following.
1. Do outline double cross stitches on dark square using write floss.
2. Do an inside double cross stitches on
white square, using dark floss. 3. Do all straight stitches on medium square with dark floss.
4. Do ad circles with dark floss around dark square.
PLEASE SEE COLOR INSERT

FINISHING
Wash finished piece in lukewarm water with mild detergent, and iron with embroidery face down on a towel to
dry. Finish as desired.

Pegasus Originals has 4 books of Chicken Scratch designs available through stores which can be
viewed on our web site at www.pegasusor.com There about dozens of designs in each
book for you to enjoy. Ask for

Book 12 Chicken Scratch and Candlewicking
Book 13 More Chicken Scratch
Book 15 Even More Chicken Scratch
Book 16 Chicken Scratch for All Occasions
See book contents on the following page.

Book 12 - Chicken Scratch and Candlewicking (and Other Nifty Kinds of Stitchin’)
Includes:
Hen in Basket, Bossie, Begging Dog, Panda, Goldfish, Mr. Field Mouse, Cockatoo, Butterfly, Duck Decoy,
Trotting Horse, Pig, Spinning Wheel, Clock, Chair, Pitcher, Churn, Wash Tub, Hot Air Balloon, Sailboat,
Nautilus, Quilt Start I & II, ABC Blocks, Rattle, Oil Lantern, Tulip, Unicorn, Balloons, Lilac in a Basket,
Fruits, Veggies, Stained Glass Window, Lace Heart, Heart ‘n Flowers, Ribbon Lace, Dove, Singing Angel,
Candy Cane, Holly Design, Christmas Tree, Flying Angel, Partridge in a Pear Tree, Camel, Ornaments,
Wise Man, Geometrics, Chicken Scratch Alphabet, Small Alphabet.

Book 13 - More Chicken Scratch
Includes:
Begging Dog, Kang-A-Roo, Circus Seal, Cuddly Kitten, Goose E. Gander, Quilt Layout, Medallion, Quilt
Instructions, Quilt I, Puss in the Corner, Elephant, Quilt II, Hens & Chicks, House for Home Sweet Home,
Flamingo, Heart in Heart, Teapot, Rex the Lion, Ted E. Bear, Pitcher with Basin, Borders, Crystal, Old Car,
Owl, Turtle, Sunbonnet Sue, Overall Jim, Pineapple, Rooster, Rocking Horse, Laundry Bag, Lambie Pie,
Hummingbird, Alley cat, Bunnies, Alphabet/Numbers.

Book 15 - Even More Chicken Scratch
Includes:
Butterflies, Rooster Weathervane, Quilt Square, Lace Ribbon, Elephant, Windmill, Tall Ship, Daisy Field,
Rose, Cherries, Chicken on a Stick, Panda, Dogwood, Camellia, Morning Glory, Rainbow Row, Log Cabin,
Squirrel, Train, Paper Dolls, Musket, Ducks in a Row, Mini Car, 18 Wheeler, Conch Shell, Sailboats, Small
Windmill, Coffee Set, Telephone, Soda, Horn, Anchor, Pear, Dutch Girl, Mallard, Grapes, Apple, Hand
Towel, Magnolia.

Book 16 - Chicken Scratch for All Occasions
Includes:
Winter - Snowflake, Large Bells, Small Snowman, Large Snowman, Leah’s Crystal, Triple Heart, Hearts
and Flowers, Flower Heart, Pierced Heart, Valentine Hearts, Shamrock Sampler, Spring - Birdhouse, Chick,
Easter Eggs, Pink Luncheon Set, Confederate Flag, Orchid, Violets, Rose, Summer-Fishing Boy, Swan,
American Flag, Seahorse, Fall - Indian Corn, Ghost, Black Cat, Bat, Turkey, Cornucopia, Hammer, Dog,
Clown, Stork, Alphabet, Teneriffe Pillow, Ribbon Tree, Topiary Trees, Deer, Patchwork Stockings, Christmas Placemats, Holly, Angel with Candle, Joy Stocking, Elves Boot, Toy Soldier, Sachets, Ornaments,
Clothing Decoration Ideas.

